USC-Upstate’s Core
*Some CORE may be dependent on major*

Communication: 9 hours
ENGL U101—PTC: ENG 101
ENGL U102—PTC: ENG 102
SPCH U201—PTC: SPC 205

Mathematics, Logic, & Natural Science—at least 1 math and 1 lab:
10-19 hours
Mathematics: Choose one (3 hours)
   ECON U291—PTC: MAT 120
   MATH U102—PTC: MAT 120
   MATH U 121—PTC: MAT 110
   MATH U 122—PTC: MAT 130
Lab Science: Choose one (4 hours)
   ASTR U111+Lab—PTC: AST 101
   BIOL U101+Lab—PTC: BIO 101
   BIOL U102+Lab—PTC: BIO 102
   BIOL U143+Lab—PTC: BIO 210
   BIOL U244+Lab—PTC: BIO 211
   BIOL U250+Lab—PTC: BIO 225
   CHEM U101+Lab—PTC: CHM 106
   CHEM U106+Lab—PTC: CHM 107
   CHEM U111+Lab—PTC: CHM 110
   CHEM U112+Lab—PTC: CHM 111
   PHYS U101+Lab—PTC: PHS 101
   PHYS U201+Lab—PTC: PHS 201
   PHYS U211+Lab—PTC: PHS 221
   PHYS U212+Lab—PTC: PHS 223

Math, Logic, or Natural Science:
Choose one (3-4 hours)
   ASTR U111—PTC: AST 101
   CHEM U106—PTC: CHM 107
   LOGC U207—PTC: PHI 105
   MATH U126—PTC: MAT 110
   MATH U127—PTC: MAT 111
   MATH U141—PTC: MAT 140
   MATH U142—PTC: MAT 141
   MATH U202—PTC: MAT 220
   PHYS U101—PTC: PHS 101
   PSYC U225—PTC: MAT 220
   SOCY U201—PTC: MAT 120

Information Technology: Choose one (3 hours)
   CSCI U138—PTC: CPT 101

Fine Arts, Humanities, & History: 6-15 hours
   MUSC U110—PTC: MUS 105
   HIST Elective—PTC: HIS 101, 102, or 115
   HIST U105—PTC: HIS 201
   HIST U106—PTC: HIS 201
   ENGL U275—PTC: ENG 208 or 209
   ENGL U279—PTC: ENG 201
   ENGL U280—PTC: ENG 202
   ENGL U289—PTC: ENG 205
   ENGL U290—PTC: ENG 206
   PHIL U102—PTC: PHI 101
   THEA U161—PTC: THE 101

Foreign Language: 3 hours
   SPAN U101—PTC: SPA 101

Social & Behavioral Science: 3-9 hours
   ECON U221—PTC: ECO 210
   ECON U222—PTC: ECO 211
   POLI U101—PTC: PSC 201
   PSYC U101—PTC: PSY 201
   SOCY U101—PTC: SOC 101